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The accuracy increasing for digital algorithms of noise phase modulation calculations is urgent as for some measurements and especially for processing of signals which have been obtained by means of Computer Aided Design software. Calculation accuracy limits an application of digital algorithms for precision oscillations research. This paper considers accuracy of phase noise calculation common methods when precision oscillation is described by a single sequence ( without quadrature components ) of digital samples in time domain and presents the author's algorithm for this purpose. The algorithm is based on a signal points tracking by means of the signal interpolation in a vicinity of these points to determine the time moment when oscillation crosses an ordinates' axis. The The accuracy of function q$rj evaluation depends on the out band attenuation of digtal lowpass filters. Caused by digital signals multiplication the harmonious components disturb amplitude and phase of investigated oscillation. But in any case the noise spectrum will be deformed by overlapping of noise spectral tails in the considered frequency band. Spectral tails appear from digital signals multiplication (signal's combination and harmonic components can arise at samples frequency band ). So, the distortions influence estimation of the noise spectrum is necessary in each particular case and it cannot be carried out in common case. It is necessuy to notice, that researches of a sensitivity threshold of such digital phasemeter has been esecuted in work [l] . 
Algorithm based on interpolation
The authors have investigated a method of phase modulation calculation on the basis of characteristic signal points (for e.uample zero) tracking by means of the signal interpolation in a vicinity of these points. The main question of algorithm construction is an achievement of required accuracy independently of samples number within one oscillation period.
The algoritlun includes the following operations: 1) numbers n and n + l of adjacent samples pair with different sine of oscillation amplitude are determined;
2) the signal amplitude corresponding to a middle of a time interval between these samples is calculated according to the fonnula of the samples theorem 3) the kind of phase point ( n or 2n ) which oscillation had passed is determined by sine of these three samples:
4) linear interpolation oscillation u(0 between the pair of samples which have different sine and more short distance to each other by time;
)
linear interpolation error of time detennination when oscillation pass through a zero level is calculated; 6 ) if an error m a p t u d e esceeds a required value the time interval is being divided in half and all steps from 2 repeat, else the riel? oscillation crossing through zero well be searching. We shall consider these operations in more details. We shall denote the oscillation sample which arranges before a point of signal crossing of a zero level as uB&n), and the first after crossing, as This expression shows, that the error decreases in inverse proportion to amount of the terms in series. and only 7 terms must be summed up to achieve the accuracy of 10 %. If a discrete step in time domain is less than a quarter of the oscillation period, we can one -valued determine what the kind of phase point ( R or 2x ) oscillation had passed. In case when the discrete step in time domain is about a half of the oscillation period to calculate the sign of sample um(n + 1/2) is necessary. We can one-valued determine the kind of phase point by use of the sign of these three samples. Therefore, in algoritlun for any values of discrete step table 1 is used, This table spec@ demanded conformity. 
+
The algorithm is based on linear interpolation behveen the last pair of calculated signal samples to determine the time moment when oscillation crosses an ordinates' axis. Therefore the error of calculations is determined by a function sin (x) deviation from linear function in a vicinity FO. A decomposition of function sin(x) in a Tailor series in a vicinity FO is used for evaluation of calculation error. The deviation C ; , from the linear law is calculated with taking into account the series terms with a degree not esceeding by a third. Value 6, is limited by a following espression:
where T -researched oscillation period, dt -discrete step in time domain, nr -amount of the samples within one oscillation period. Moreover, it is necessary to take into accollnt central symmetry of function sin(x) relative to coordinates middle, so calculation errors are being decreased when a pair of samples has almost the same absolute value. The point when oscillation crosses an ordinates' avis is calculated by the following expression:
The calculation error equals to zero in case when : I%IF ( N I = I %D (n + 1 1
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Therefore the right side of e,upression ( 5 ) is necessary to be multiplied by following term:
A simple formula for an error determination of to. allows to check this value at each iteration of time step reduction and to stop this process when demanded accuracy will be achieved.
The cuxve of phase modulation fbnction Ht), 
